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The ongoing debate on the neural basis of orientation selectivity in the primary visual cortex continues.

FLORIS P DE LANGE AND MATTHIAS EKMAN

COLOR, CONTRAST AND MOTION ARE ONLY SOME OF THE MANY THINGS OUR BRAIN NEEDS TO PROCESS WHEN IT RECEIVES INFORMATION ABOUT OUR SURROUNDINGS. FROM THE MOMENT LIGHT HITS OUR EYES, THE VISUAL INPUT IS DEPICTED AND TRANSPORTED THROUGH A MYRIAD OF STEPS AND NETWORKS.

IN A REGION OF THE BRAIN CALLED THE PRIMARY VISUAL CORTEX OR V1, THE NEURONS ARE ARRANGED IN A SPECIFIC WAY THAT ALLOWs THE VISUAL SYSTEM TO CALCULATE WHERE OBJECTS ARE IN SPACE. THAT IS, NEURONS ARE ORGANIZED ‘RETINOTOPICALLY’, MEANING THAT NEIGHBORING AREAS IN THE RETINA CORRESPOND TO NEIGHBORING AREAS IN V1. MOREOVER, IN HUMANS, NEURONS SENSITIVE TO THE SAME ORIENTATION ARE LOCATED IN SO-CALLED ORIENTATION COLUMNS. FOR EXAMPLE, IN ONE COLUMN, ALL NEURONS ONLY RESPOND TO A HORIZONTAL STIMULUS, BUT NOT TO DIAGONAL OR VERTICAL ONES (FIGURE 1A). DIFFERENT ORIENTATION COLUMNS SIT NEXT TO EACH OTHER, REPEATING EVERY 0.5–1 MM, AND TOGETHER COVER THE ENTIRE VISUAL FIELD.

SCIENTISTS OFTEN USE A TECHNIQUE CALLED FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING, OR fMRI FOR SHORT, TO STUDY BRAIN CIRCUITS. IN 2005, TWO RESEARCH GROUPS MANAGED TO READ OUT THE ORIENTATION OF A VISUAL STIMULUS FROM fMRI ACTIVITY PATTERNS, A DEVELOPMENT THAT WAS MET WITH A LOT OF EXCITEMENT – BUT ALSO SOME SKEPTICISM (HAYNES AND REES, 2005; KAMITANI AND TONG, 2005). THE RESOLUTION OF fMRI IS USUALLY INSUFFICIENT TO IMAGE THE ORIENTATION COLUMNS IN V1: AN ‘UNBIASED’ SAMPLE AT THE RESOLUTION OF ~2–3 MM WOULD CAPTURE NEURONS WITH ALL POSSIBLE ORIENTATION PREFERENCES. HOW, THEN, WAS IT POSSIBLE TO DRAW DETAILED CONCLUSIONS FROM SUCH A COARSE-SCALE MEASURE AS fMRI?

INITIALLY, IT WAS SPECULATED THAT EVEN THOUGH EVERY fMRI VOLUME CONTAINS ALL ORIENTATION COLUMNS (DUE TO THE MUCH LARGER RESOLUTION OF A VOLUME COMPARED TO THE SPATIAL SCALE OF ORIENTATION COLUMNS), THERE ARE SUBTLE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VoxELS IN TERMS OF THE PROPORTION OF THE DIFFERENT ORIENTATION COLUMNS WITHIN EACH VOLUME. FOR EXAMPLE, IN ONE VOLUME, MORE HORIZONTAL THAN VERTICAL COLUMNS MAY BE FOUND (BOYNTON, 2005). THIS IS REFERED TO AS FINE-SCALE BIAS. THESE SUBTLE DIFFERENCES ARE RANDOM BUT SYSTEMATIC. THEREFORE, A MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM CAN READ OUT THE ORIENTATION ON THE BASIS OF THESE SMALL DIFFERENCES.

According to previous research, the edges of a visual stimulus (e.g., the outer and inner contours of a disc with horizontal or vertical stripes) create coarse-scale differences in visual activity (Carlson, 2014). These edges generate decodable activation patterns, and indeed stimuli with blurred edges are harder to decode than with sharper edges. Roth et al. show in an elegant combination of computational modeling and empirical fMRI work that orientation decoding is indeed sensitive to such ‘edge effects’. However, it does not depend on the edge per se, but on the interaction (which Roth et al. term ‘vignetting’) between the orientation of the stimulus and the frame within which the stimulus is presented (for example, a vertical pattern is presented on a circular frame, with a hole in the middle).

The researchers presented the stimuli within a radial or angular frame, to create different vignettes (Figure 1B). Their computational model predicted that a pattern oriented in the same way would create an opposite coarse-scale bias under these two different sets of vignettes. Indeed, their empirical data confirmed the model’s predictions: a vertical pattern within a radial frame showed an opposite bias to a vertical pattern within an angular frame, but the same bias as a horizontal pattern within an angular frame. This suggests that the different vignettes had a response pattern that was shifted by 90° (Figure 1C).

Does this have any implications for previous studies using ‘vignetted’ stimuli (e.g., Kamitani and Tong, 2005; Haynes and Rees, 2005)? Fortunately, the conclusions of these studies do not directly depend on the relative contribution of coarse-scale and fine-scale bias in activity patterns. However, the study by Roth et al. serves as a cautionary tale that multivariate pattern analyses – when used to identify activity patterns in the brain – have their limitation (Naselaris and Kay, 2015). Vignetting could produce activity patterns that resemble orientation tuning even in neurons that do not process orientation. This also applies to other techniques, such as electrophysiological recordings, if they use ‘vignetted’ stimuli.

While Roth et al. find no evidence for fine-scale biases, the strength of the correlation between the predicted and measured orientation preference is arguably modest and leaves room for other sources of orientation information. Some scientists argue that biases related to the frame within which stimuli are presented are not the sole contributor to orientation decoding in the visual cortex and that other sources of orientation selectivity might co-exist alongside vignetting (Wardle et al., 2017).
In conclusion, Roth et al. make a compelling case of how the frame in which a stimulus is presented can dramatically change the measured orientation preference, uncovering an important source of measured orientation information in brain recordings.
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